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Robust Hybrid Space Architecture

• Today’s remote sensing satellites in
LEO can only download data or
upload tasking commands when
over a ground station.

• Typically, this is limited to just six
percent of a satellite’s time on orbit.

• Combined with limited data
throughput and gaps of as much as
eight hours between passes the
real-time intelligence needed to
make split second decisions is
rarely available. This is coupled
with limitations of location and
where the ground station site can
be established.

• In this presentation, we provide
details on getting remote sensing
data to the tactical edge at the
speed of relevance, and how the
SpaceLink architecture meets long
term need for a communications
superhighway for the space
economy with highly secure,
continuous connectivity when
seconds matter.

Figure 2. Four MEO relay communication nodes in equatorial orbit provide full 
coverage to LEO, MEO, GEO and airborne clients and continuous access to Gateway 
Earth Stations for secure & reliable communication

• The SpaceLink relay system will augment proliferated
LEO communications satellites providing a resilient
‘fail-over’ capability for government communications
paths during periods of either pre-planned, or
adversary-caused loss of communications. The
SpaceLink constellation downlinks data to US
gateways and tactical terminals without touching
foreign infrastructure.

• SpaceLink is a Medium Earth Orbit (MEO)
constellation of high bandwidth optical and RF relay
satellites which are urgently needed to provide real-
time continuous tasking uplink and data downlink
from the proliferating constellations of commercial
and government remote sensing satellites.

• Tactical military operators need to establish secure
communications links to commercial assets with
ground stations in CONUS, or directly with deployed
ground terminals.

• This level of access adds significant risk mitigation 
against adversary threats to foreign ground stations 
and data processing nodes in combat and can make 
the concept of a hybrid architecture the concept of a 
hybrid architecture combining government and 
commercial satellites a reality.

• Ground segment : SpaceLink ISLs enable continuous 
gateway coverage with operational services for 
anytime downlink of ITAR- restricted and proprietary 
user data into a US gateway, independent of the 
satellite location.

• A constellation of relay satellites in MEO can 
transform the value of the data collected, providing 
continuous link availability. With optical inter-satellite 
communications between satellites and high 
bandwidth V/Q-band communications to the ground, 
Gbps throughput of real-time data is possible.

• SpaceLink has designed an innovative system 
architecture, implementing services that provide high 
security and 100 percent access time so that data is 
available in seconds when it matters the most. 

LEO Optical (Block0)

• Anytime real-time downlink and tasking anywhere in LEO, SDA
optical communications standard

• 2 Gbps return from SDA implemented optical terminals with 8-10
cm aperture (10-15 kg, 50-80 W DC)

• 10 Gbps return from SpaceLink implemented optical terminals with
15-16 cm aperture (25-30kg, 100 -140W)

UAV Optical (Block 0): High bandwidth downlinks in coverage
region, SDA optical communications standard

• 1 Gbps return from SDA implemented optical terminals with 8-10
cm aperture (10-15 kg, 50-80 W DC)

GEO Optical (Block 0): Anytime real-time up and downlinks to any
GEO, SDA optical communications standard

• 3-5 Gbps return from SpaceLink implemented optical terminals with
15-16cm aperture (25-30kg, 100-140W)

Figure 3. The gateway network is deployed on U.S. soil and is tied to a U.S. 
Network Operations Center

Key Features
The SpaceLink satellite relay constellation consists of four Optical/RF relay satellites in MEO, equally spaced in an equatorial orbit. Scheduled
to launch in 2024, its key features include:

1. Continual line-of-sight access -- At least two SpaceLink relay satellites always have100 percent line-of-sight access to LEO satellites,
eliminating delays between the collection of remote sensing data and the delivery of the data to the end user;

2. Customer-driven real-time tasking and direct downlink of mission critical data;

3. Options for on-board processing to support real-time, same orbit tip-and-cue between multiple and diverse remote sensing satellites
(e.g., RF to SAR to EO visible)

4. Ability to augment proliferated LEO communications satellites providing a resilient ‘fail-over’ capability for government communications
paths during periods of either pre-planned, or adversary-caused loss of communications.

Architecture

Figure 1. SpaceLink provides real-time 
tasking, download and 100% access time 

• SpaceLink provides reliable, continuous, real-time, low-latency
communications and data relay service for user spacecraft
anywhere in LEO and supports GEO, MEO, and air platforms:

• Block 0: 4 × IOC satellites – optical services 2024.

• Block 1: +4 × FOC satellites – optical/RF services 2026

• SpaceLink’s system architecture is inherently resilient due to the
use of inter-satellite cross-links and on-board processing.

• SpaceLink’s architecture is scalable, with additional spacecraft
assets, additional orbital planes, and expanding ground network.

• The satellite relay network can be leveraged to support existing,
planned, and emerging missions in a commercial environment.

• SpaceLink is licensed by the FCC and ITU to support current and
future communications and data relay needs.

Figure 4. SpaceLink is well positioned to provide MEO augmentation to the 
SDA proliferated LEO architecture as well as transport layer services for 
tracking, custody and deterrence layer assets.

Figure 5. SpaceLink relay satellite communicating via optical links to 
LEO, MEO, GEO & air assets.
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